
17th CCP PET-MR Software Framework Meeting 17 Nov 2017 

 

Attendance:  

David Atkinson 
Richard Brown 
Casper da Costa-Luis 
Elise Emond 
Kjell Erlandsson 
Ashley Gillman 
Christoph Kolbitsch 
Julian Matthews 
Marcus Mattus 
Abolfazl Mehranian 
Evgueni Ovtchinnikov 
Edoardo Pasca 
Andrew Reader  
Dee Tarday 
Kris Thielemans  
Ben Thomas 
Charalambos Tsoumpas 
Martin Turner 
Palak Wadhwa 
Pavel ? 
Parisa Khateri 
Nikos ?  
 

Agenda: 
 

 Brief overview of 0.9.2 and recent updates (Evgueni) 

 Validation of SIRF for MR with Siemens data (Christoph) 

 Geometric information and coordinate systems (Kris/David) 

 Integrating SIRF with image registration software (Richard/ Ben) 

 TOF processing (Elise/Nikos) 

 Status of PET support for GE Signa PET/MR (Palak) 

 Steps towards 1.0 

 

Decisions: 

- Merge “devel” branch more regularly to master 

- Geometry suggestions generally accepted but more discussion needed on origin (and 

possibly representation of the affine transform). Also likely need to expose gantry 

coordinates (especially for MR for post-processing, e.g. for non-uniformity correction) 

- Interfacing with NiftyReg generally accepted. Needs more detail. 

- Dates confirmed for next SW Meetings 

o 18th Software Meeting @ Leeds 

15 December 13:00-15:00 



o 19th Software Meeting @ UCL 

23 February 13:00-15:00 

Actions: 

- KT put geometry discussion on agenda for next SW meeting  

- KT + others to update CONTRIBUTING.md 

 

Notes: 

- EO gives a brief overview of the changes between SIRF versions 0.9.0 and 0.9.2. 

- CK: Shows results of reconstructing MR data from Siemens scanner. Reconstruction from 

scanner and from SIRF are comparable. Some artifacts due to data ordering give strange 

patterns. The reason is understood. However, some evident barrel distortions are present in 

the SIRF reconstruction. Similar distortions are removed in the scanner reconstruction, as it 

uses additional information.  Another big difference is the orientation of the slices. 

- KT and DA: Present Geometric information and coordinate systems, with the hope of finding 

a consensus about which coord system to adopt. Apparent agreement about using patient-

coordinate system (DICOM). However, there are advantages in retaining gantry-coord 

system. No clear consensus about origin of the image and affine transformations. Needs 

further discussion.  

o Note added by DA: Concern appeared to be centred on the fact that the DICOM 

origin is undefined. Whilst initially appearing disconcerting, this is in fact a practical 

solution. Note that the origin is fixed from scan to scan until the patient is re-

landmarked so scans within a session are consistent. Also, the 'patient' coordinate 

system is actually the same as the X,Y,Z physical magnet coordinates but shifted by 

the bed position and with axes possibly flipped and/or rotated by multiples of 

90degrees (depending upon patient head/feet first etc). The patient coordinate 

system is NOT angulated exactly to the patient, for example, a patient with a 

cushion that tilts them slightly would not have the patient coordinate system 'tilted' 

correspondingly, the patient 'axes' would remain aligned to the X,Y,Z.  

- BT: presents current plan for integrating SIRF with image registration software. The chosen 

registration package is NiftyReg which is a small dependency. It is proposed to add a 

registration base class which will ease the use of other additional registration tools in the 

future. Brief discussion about building ITK as dependency for IO. The suggestion to create a 

SIRF to ITK converter is generally agreed upon. 

- EE: Presents current status of TOF processing in STIR  

- PW: Presents current status of PET support for GE Signa PET/MR  

Steps towards 1.0 (Kris) (10’) 
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